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FSB’s Domanski cool on bail-in debt
for clearing houses
Global standard-setter says all clearing participants must be incentivised to
manage risk

Dietrich Domanski, FSB
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Having pushed central clearing as a way to tackle systemic risk,

regulators are now grappling with how to maintain the safety of the

clearing houses themselves. A discussion paperdiscussion paperdiscussion paperdiscussion paperdiscussion paper released by the

Financial Stability Board in November 2018 on the orderly resolution of

central counterparties (CCPs) included some fairly radical suggestions,

such as exchanging money owed to clearing members for equity in the

CCP as a way to recapitalise it.

Unsurprisingly, this triggered a lively debate among CCPs, clearing

members and risk experts. One response came from a group of former

FSB members at the US Systemic Risk CouncilSystemic Risk CouncilSystemic Risk CouncilSystemic Risk CouncilSystemic Risk Council (SRC) who argued

that clearing houses should hold loss-absorbing capital to address their

“super systemic” nature.

In an interview with Risk.net, FSB secretary-general Dietrich DomanskiDietrich DomanskiDietrich DomanskiDietrich DomanskiDietrich Domanski

takes a less dramatic stance.
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“One cannot rush to conclusions about whether or not CCPs need

significantly more own resources and whether this would result in better

outcomes from a financial stability perspective,” he says.

Domanski took over the role of co-ordinating the FSB’s agenda and

standard-setting in January 2018, having previously overseen the Bank

for International Settlements’ analytical work on a wide range of financial

stability issues.

The SRC said the equity of CCP owners should be wiped out upon entry

into resolution, and argued that extra resources were needed to absorb

losses before operational liabilities – such as margin obligations and

cleared contracts – are subject to haircuts or tear-uphaircuts or tear-uphaircuts or tear-uphaircuts or tear-uphaircuts or tear-up. Those extra

resources could include: subordinated bonds, held by CCP owners or

clearing members that could be bailed-in; third-party insurance against

some losses; and an internationally mutualised default fund to which all

globally systemic CCPs would contribute.

The SRC’s idea for CCPs would be similar to total loss absorbingtotal loss absorbingtotal loss absorbingtotal loss absorbingtotal loss absorbing

capacitycapacitycapacitycapacitycapacity, finalised by the FSB in November 2015. TLAC is intended to

ensure that global systemically important banks (G-Sibs) have enough

equity and bail-in debt to pass losses to investors and minimise the risk

of a government bailout.

Domanski says the idea of giving a CCP more bail-in resources “sounds

appealing initially”. But he points out that the international Principles forPrinciples forPrinciples forPrinciples forPrinciples for

financial market infrastructurefinancial market infrastructurefinancial market infrastructurefinancial market infrastructurefinancial market infrastructure drafted in 2012 require CCPs to have

arrangements in place to fully allocate uncovered credit losses in

extreme but plausible circumstances. Those losses certainly include the

consequences of a member default.

“Considering these requirements, we need to understand what role there

is for a significant portion of bail-in CCP debt,” Domanski says. “You

could say it would not be harmful to have that from a resilience

perspective, but on the other hand there would also be costs and

incentive effects in terms of loss allocation mechanisms, the exposure

that clearing members would have in case of a default.”

In other words, all financial market participants need to be incentivised to

manage risks associated with clearing properly, and regulators must take

care not to put too much of the burden on one actor only – in this case,

https://www.risk.net/regulation/5389336/europe-leaves-im-haircutting-in-ccp-recovery-crosshairs
https://www.risk.net/definition/total-loss-absorbing-capacity-tlac
https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d101a.pdf
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CCPs. He says the FSB will issue a further consultation on this topic

next year.

In unveiling the SRC’s response to the FSB consultation, former Bank of

England deputy governor Paul Tucker urged the FSB to “take decisive

steps to ensure that there are clearly understood and credible resolution

plans for these hugely important clearing houses”.

Asked if enough has been done to address CCP resilience, Domanski

points to the FSB’s 2017 progress report on its workplan2017 progress report on its workplan2017 progress report on its workplan2017 progress report on its workplan2017 progress report on its workplan on central

counterparty resilience, recovery and resolvability, which included

a supervisory stress-testing framework and resolution guidance. “I think

the relevant areas in principle have been covered, and now it is

important for jurisdictions to implement what has been agreed.”

The US and European Union have both introduced CCP stress-testing,

but neither has a fully enunciated resolution framework. The EU failedfailedfailedfailedfailed

to passto passto passto passto pass CCP recovery and resolution legislation before parliamentary

elections in May this year, and the new European Commission and

Parliament will now need to finalise this bill. In the US, deep political

dividesdividesdividesdividesdivides over issues such as providing emergency liquidity to troubled

CCPs mean the resolution framework is still incomplete.

Whither clearing members?
The debate over who pays for clearing member defaults has been

sharpened by the default of a self-clearing commodities trader at Nasdaq

last year, which left clearing members nursing losses of €107 millionnursing losses of €107 millionnursing losses of €107 millionnursing losses of €107 millionnursing losses of €107 million

Dietrich Domanski

One cannot rush to conclusions
about whether or not CCPs need
significantly more own resources and
whether this would result in better
outcomes from a financial stability
perspective
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($122 million)($122 million)($122 million)($122 million)($122 million). Challenged on whether the FSB has done enough to

respond to this episode, Domanski says: “What the Nasdaq incident has

shown is that there is a case to look more closely and provide further

guidance on CCP resources in resolution and this is what we are we are

working on.”

To encourage the take-up of clearing, the Basel Committee on Banking

Supervision has acquiesced with a more favourable treatment of client

clearing margin under the leverage ratio. The industry had claimedindustry had claimedindustry had claimedindustry had claimedindustry had claimed the

current version of the ratio unnecessarily inflates capital requirements for

clearing businesses by failing to recognise that margin reduces

exposure.

Quizzed on whether this move is enough to address a worrying declinedeclinedeclinedeclinedecline

in the number of clearing membersin the number of clearing membersin the number of clearing membersin the number of clearing membersin the number of clearing members, Domanski says: “We are

monitoring what is going on because the shift to central clearing has

increased by design the systemic importance of CCPs. But to say we are

worried would go too far at this stage. I think there is no universal

picture.”

While the FSB’s 2018 evaluation reportevaluation reportevaluation reportevaluation reportevaluation report on incentives for central

clearing noted the decline in the number of US futures commission

merchants (FCMs) offering client clearing, and concerns that this raises

about concentration risk and client access to central clearing, Domanski

adds: “On the other hand, the report also notes that overall the volume of

client clearing and the number of clients have increased post-crisis, so at

least in terms of client access it’s not necessarily a negative story.”

Avoiding fragmentation
The debate around dwindling numbers of US FCMs is part of a wider

discussion of whether the ongoing interactionongoing interactionongoing interactionongoing interactionongoing interaction between post-crisis

standards – in particular the liquidity ratios, the leverage ratio and

standardised output floors for internal models – might encourage banks

to dump lower-risk assetsdump lower-risk assetsdump lower-risk assetsdump lower-risk assetsdump lower-risk assets and businesses like clearing, and take on

more risk instead. Domanski says the FSB and regulators are aware of

this danger, but “if risk were shifting in this way then this is something

that would occur to supervisors and would trigger detailed discussions

with the firms they supervise”.

https://www.risk.net/regulation/6366441/margin-or-membership-regulators-react-to-nasdaq-default
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Similarly, on the risk that regulatory capital requirements can result in a

homogenised systemhomogenised systemhomogenised systemhomogenised systemhomogenised system that gives banks reason to abandon their

particular strengths, Domanski says it is “something that regulators are

aware of, but if you compare the entire Basel III framework with where

we were before, I think there is a lot of differentiation, there’s a lot of

room for firm decisions about business models, portfolio allocation and

risk management approaches”.

But echoing a recent Risk.net interviewinterviewinterviewinterviewinterview with departing Basel Committee

secretary-general William Coen, Domanski acknowledged that regulation

cannot, given the complexity of financial institutions, markets and the

world economy, “do the full job in terms of addressing all potential risk”.

He adds: “There has to be an important role for ongoing supervision and

authorities are clearly aware of this.”

By contrast with the unfinished framework for CCP resolution, the G-Sib

bail-in architecture is more complete. But there are still concerns around

the so-called pre-positioning of TLAC in major bank subsidiaries,

designed to reassure host supervisors that they will have the bail-in

resources necessary if the parent bank gets into difficulties.

Banks have expressed fears that capital will be fragmentedfragmentedfragmentedfragmentedfragmented and trapped

in each jurisdiction by over-zealous host supervisors who want high

levels of TLAC pre-positioning. Credit Suisse vice-chairman Wilson

Ervin, one of the architects of the original bail-in concept, suggestedsuggestedsuggestedsuggestedsuggested in

a Risk.net article last year that the FSB should set tighter limits for pre-

positioning, and that pre-positioned resources should be tilted toward so-

called “gone concern” capital such as subordinated and bail-in debt.

This would leave global banks free to keep their going concern equity

fungible across all their business units, to deploy where needed for

growth or to recapitalise non-catastrophic losses that do not pose the

threat of bank failure.

Domanski declines to discuss the specifics of Ervin’s proposal, but he

does say: “There are a couple of possible ideas on the table that could

be considered to help strike an appropriate balance between home and

host authorities’ needs and help promote co-operation within the existing

standard.”
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The FSB published a reviewreviewreviewreviewreview of TLAC implementation in July, and

Domanski adds that these ideas may be discussed at a workshop the

FSB will organise in September involving industry, academics and home

and host country authorities, with topics on the table including pre-

positioning.

Another element of post-crisis supervision that is raising concerns about

fragmentation is the intensifying process of stress-testing. Asked if there

should be global co-ordination or more prescriptive international

standards for stress-testing, Domanski says “some differences are

necessary” in designing stress scenarios, “in order to properly reflect

different national circumstances”.

But data reporting structures and inputs that financial institutions have to

provide into stress-testing exercises by national authorities is an area

where there may be scope for enhanced co-ordination, according to

Domanski. Referencing the FSB’s June 2019 market fragmentationmarket fragmentationmarket fragmentationmarket fragmentationmarket fragmentation

reportreportreportreportreport, he notes that stress-testing can be a source of duplicative

reporting requirements for capital purposes if internationally active banks

need to provide essentially the same kind of information as inputs into

national stress tests in different formats and in different structures.

He concludes: “The bottom line is there is probably in many cases a

strong argument for national specificities in stress-test design scenarios.

But there is a question whether the compliance and reporting burden for

financial firms can be reduced by achieving more harmonisation in terms

of the data inputs.”

Editing by Philip Alexander
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